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INI M T OG UN RA SK

City tour-Kangerlussuaq Northern Lights tour

Duration:  apr. 2 hours 
Obtain offer by phone +299 540107
Minimum 4 prs.

+299 540107

Kangerlussuaq and the 170 km long fjord,inlet, share 
the same name as "big fjord". The polar circle crosses 
the fjord about halfway.
Kangerlussuaq was founded in 1941 when an 
American air base was built. The Americans 
remained in the area until 1992. The Kangerlussuaq 
Museum tells about the history of the countryside, as 
an American base area and about the time thereafter.
Kangerlussuaq has more than 300 uncloudy days a 
year, making it one of the best in Greenland where 
you can experience the northern lights. These can be 
seen in Kangerlussuaq from October to April.
Today, approximately 540 inhabitants live in 
Kangerlussuaq
The Kangerlussuaq area is known for its stable 
climate with dry air, frosty winter days and a stunning 
scenery. So indulge yourself and your family and dear 
with an experience beyond the usual in Greenland.

      Welcome to Greenland
We arrange several tours of different duration in our 
beautiful natural area.

City tour- Kangerlussuaq
Tacan - Tundra tour
Russell - Glacier
The ice sheet Point 660
Northern Lights tour

Take a trip to the amazing Greenlandic tundra and 
experience the northern Lights so close as possible. We 
stop along the way to have good opportunity to 
photograph this indescribable natural phenomenon.

Duration: apr. 1½ hours
Obtain offer by phone +299 540107
Minimum 4 prs.
Special tours by appointment

Join us on a city tour of the nearby city and area, and 
experience the distinctive buildings of the American 
base, as well as the normal Greenlandic building 
style, with church and museum. Along the way you 
will be informed about life in the city, then and now.
We drive to the Harbor and Kellyville, which offers a 
13 km long drive in a stunning scenery and arctic 
wildlife.
In clear weather there will be an opportunity to see the 
icecab and trekking track of Sisimiut, also referred to 
as the Arctic Circle Trail.

Email: info@kangminitours.com
www.kangminitours.com



Duration: apr. 1½ hours
Obtain offer by phone +299 540107
Minimum 4 prs.

On this trip to Tacan that crosses the Black Ridge, the 
mountain south of the city, we get up through the 
amazing Greenlandic tundra, with the opportunity to 
experience both musk oxen and reindeer. From the 
Salt Lake there is a great view of the tundra with the 
icecab in the background.

Tacan - Tundra tour The ice sheet Point 660

An amazing and unforgettable trip through 
Kangerlussuaq's 4-wheel drive outback, which is the 
only possibility to drive in this unique landscape, with 
the ability to spot reindeer, musk oxen and many 
different birds and flowers, according to the season.
By road we pass Langsøen (Long Lake), which is 
over 10 km long, and we pass the lake where the 
special water tomatoes grow. The Sandflugts Valley 
passes and is perceived as driving in the desert, and 
the road continues and gives new amazing 
experiences overlooking the Russel glacier before 
reaching the moraine which gives access to the ice 
sheet itself at Point 660. Here we have to go on the ice 
and realize how magnificent the icecab is in reality.
This is a natural experience of the very rare ones that 
will recall.

Duration: apr. 5 hours
Obtain offer by phone +299 540107
Minimum 4 prs.

In a partly off-road terrain, we drive out to Langsøen (the 
Long Lake), and from here we cross the terrain to the 
Russell Glacier.
With the, up to 60m vertical wall, it's an impressive sight 
one will never forget and in summer you can be lucky to 
see the ice quays.
We come close to, and can take amazing pictures and 
videos of this natural phenomenon.
During the road it will be possible to experience wildlife 
closely, and possibly see both musk oxen, reindeer and 
snow hairs.
The trip requires that the participants are in a good 
condition to climb the wild terrain with medium-sized 
increases.

Duration: apr. 4 hours
Obtain offer by phone +299 540107
Minimum 4 prs.

Russel-Glacier
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